
I am special 

Program Aim Turn thoughts about themselves into an  

algorithm. Convert the algorithm into a program using 

Scratch Jr 

Computer Science Concepts 

-All programming is an algorithm turned 

into code 

-An Algorithm is set of precise instructions 

to do something  

Overview 

In this project pupils are going to pick a sprite (picture character) to 

represent them. They are going to add their photo into the character. 

Then they are  going to program the character to say something that 

represents their views either through typing or recording their voice 

or both.  

1, I am special PHSE focus 

Teachers need to choose a PHSE theme before beginning this  

module.  

Possible themes could be:- 

-My gifts and talents 

-What I have learnt 

-What I am good at and what I find difficult 

-Things that make me feel proud 

Print the algorithm planner for most of your pupils to use but accept 

verbal planning from the least able. Explain that they are going to  

create an algorithm plan for their work before they convert it into 

code. 

Learning Path 

1, I am special PHSE 

focus 

2, I am special  

algorithm design 

3, Place photo into 

sprite 

4, Convert text  

algorithm into  

Scratch Jr code 

5, Discover extra 

effects 

Pre-requisites for the module 

I recommend that pupils have 

completed either the travelling or 

dancing modules or both. 

I recommend that this project 

goes alongside or follows PHSE 

work on identity. 

Note on Design 

In a screen based programming project like this there are two  

elements of design. Algorithmic design, which looks at the order we 

will run these in and appearance design which looks at what the 

sprites and background will look and sound like. 



2, I am special design 

In this section pupils think about their chosen 

theme and plan what their character (s) will say 

when they are touched. There are two planners 

with a boys and girls silhouette to choose from. 

There is alos a box for them to say or draw what 

they would like the background to look like. You 

could also ask other pupils to go round and tell 

them why they are special if you trust your class to 

do this sensibly and supportively. 

Hand out the planner and explain that they are  

going to write a program where their character 

when touched will say why he/she is special.  

Before they can do this, they need to plan what 

they need to say in short phrases using the I am 

special planner. Once they are almost finished they 

can decide on the order by numbering the small 

boxes. 

3, Place photo into sprite 

One of the great features of Scratch Jr is the ability 

to easily add a photo into a part of a scratch  

character sprite. 

You will need to model this process first  

Support for emergent writers 

You could allow some pupils to record 

their writing through the use of talking 

postcards or talking tins. Teachers 

could also scribe for pupils. 

Press the + button 

found on the top left of 

the screen under sprite 

Scroll down to the 

sprites with no faces 

Left click on one you 

want 

Press on the edit 

paint brush 

Press the 

camera 

button until it 

goes orange 

Touch 

the 

face  

Line up the picture 

inside the face 

space by tilting the 

tablet until you are 

looking into the 

camera 

You are left 

with the 

sprite 

Design 

Planner 



4, Convert text algorithm into Scratch Jr code 

Pupils turn their text segment they thought  

about in the beginning of the module into 

Scratch Jr code. 

They can use the record or text methods. It 

works well to ask them to find all the ways the 

character can be made to speak. 

In the green sound blocks 

select the microphone icon. If 

you don’t have one then you 

will need to change this in the 

settings 

Press the red button to 

start an audio recording. 

Black button to stop. 

Triangle to play it back. 

Press the tick to link the 

recording to a new green 

sound block like that 

below. 
Here the sound block is linked 

to a touch start block so that 

it will be triggered when the 

block is touched. 

To add text to a new speech block click on 

Hi and type new text in the box. 

Two or more text speech blocks 

can be joined in a sequence 

Any combination of blocks can be added 

Skin Colour 

Pupils can also change the skin colour by choosing a colour in the picture editor that is closest to 

theirs and touching it and then touching the bare skin on the sprite. 

Recording Method 
Typing Method 

5, Discover Extra Effects 

If pupils planned a background, they will want to add or draw their own.  

 

 

If they planned movement, they will want to add this in new blocks of code. 

 

 

 

If they planned sound, they may want to add this.         They can all start with the same touch block. 



KS1 National Curriculum Coverage 

Pupils should be taught to:  

• understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital  

devices; and that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous  

instructions  

• create and debug simple programs  

• use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs  

The second is worked towards by carrying out the design and programming. The first and 

third can be worked towards through teacher explanations and questions. 

 

Assessment 

If assessing on outcome (summative) then these might be useful. 

Below age related expectations 

Appearance Design –Very little evidence that pupil thought about what the program 

would look or sound like. 

Algorithmic Design -No numerical ordering 

Final Program -Lots of random sprites with little relationship to the original task.  

Within age related expectations 

Appearance Design –Some evidence that pupil thought about what the program would 

look or sound like. 

Algorithmic Design -Numerical ordering 

Final Program -A simple sequence of special reasons that starts in some way. 

Above age related expectations 

Appearance Design –Clear evidence that pupil thought about what the program would 

look or sound like in detail. 

Algorithmic Design -Numerical ordering 

Final Program –When the program starts the special reasons run alongside other  

programming effects such as movement or sound. 

 


